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PHOTON ENERGY IN GRAVITATIONAL INTERACTION  

1)  Gravitational kinetic energy of photon 

The physical object “photon” have the external energy corresponding to the space 

outside the effective radius (RT <Rh < ∞), but its internal energy in the range of < RT is 

not only gravitational energy but also pure electric energy as known - this is the typical 

character of photon as a "gravitational quantum" is formed from remnant electric 

interaction just mentioned in [1] and is different from the other physical objects (PO) 

types (see Fig. 1).  

 

This difference shows evidently in interactions: When other PO, that is consisted 

of the atoms, collided, i.e, there is a direct contact each other between their "the 

internal space" (see Fig. 2a), in that internal space always covered both the 

gravitational energy (represented by the area outside the ellipses) and electric energy 

(represented by the area inside the ellipses).  

 

Meanwhile, "the collision" of photons only happen with the electric interaction, 

because in its "internal space" < RT does not have gravitational interaction. This leads 

to a consequence that: Gravitational kinetic energy of the photon seems not to be 

represented in the collision with other PO. But if so, where will the gravitational 

kinetic energy disappear? The problem is that the kinetic energy of a body in a force 

field (in this case, it is electric field) is the energy of moving body in that force field; it 

just means when interaction may occur. When transmitting in a gravitational field, 

Figure 1. Photon model of gravitational interaction 
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Figure 2. Collision model between two PO 
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photon still has inertial mass in a gravitational field mT = MT (is gravitational mass) 

and still has conservation of motion direction and only deflected when is affect by 

strong gravitational source. But when appearing "collision" condition (see Fig. 2b), i.e, 

and “the internal spaces" can contact with each other, photon have only electric 

interaction with a body with which it collided but without any "involvement” to the 

gravitational interaction, unlike the other bodies which have the gravitational mass. 

However, there is a question that if the internal space of the photon does not have 

gravitational interactions then in a gravitational field, it must not be "gravitational 

internal energy", i.e, it is true that its internal energy in the gravitational field must be 

zero? However, as we have said in [1], for whatever a PO, there can be no external 

energy without the internal energy and moreover, any external energy can not be larger 

than internal energy, therefore, the concept of internal energy of zero is meaningless. 

Moreover, the so-called "gravitational external energy" of the photon is only part of 

the electric energy ("remnant" energy) which created "internal energy" only; if that 

internal energy, equal to zero, photon could not taken form? Here there is only 

problem with calling it: Although called "gravitational internal energy", but it starts 

from pair of opposite categories "internal-external" only; because the external energy 

called "gravitation", so the opposition part (internal energy) is also called 

"gravitation", while it is just pure electric energy itself. In summary, both the internal 

and external energy of photon (in the gravitational interaction) are from the same 

source – electric energy of electron-positron pair, how to call that is just a convention, 

no matter at all. 

However, when the photon fly from the vacuum to electric field (of the 

environment) its movement speed is reduced, but by logic, its gravitational kinetic 

energy also depends on the speed of movement, so it should also be reduced: at this, a 

part of gravitational kinetic energy automatically transforms into internal energy of 

photon (in radius RT) corresponds to the speed reduce of photon from c to u that we 

will consider specifically in the subject "Photon with the electric interaction". 

2) Total energy of photon 

In the gravitational field, photon has the internal space (< RT) corresponding to 

the "gravitational internal energy" Wnh, and peripheral space (> RT) corresponding to 

the remnant electric energy – is gravitational external energy Wngh consisting of 

gravitational dynamic energy Kh and gravitational potential energy Uh (Rh): 
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                                                Wngh = Kh + Uh(Rh).                                           (3) 

mT, MT – are the inertial mass and the gravitational mass of photon 

correspondingly. Total energy of photon in the pure gravitational field can be written 

as the sum of "gravitational internal energy" Wnh and "gravitational external energy" 

Wngh: 

                                   Wph = Wnh + Wngh = Wnh +Kh + Uh(Rh).                           (4) 
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We can see the external energy of photon changes only due to the potential 

energy in the gravitational field, because its kinetic energy is always constant.  

3) Interaction of photons with strong gravitational source 

As photons approach to strong gravitational sources with the gravitational mass 

M, it will be deflected the direction of motion as shown in Fig. 3 – photons do not 

happen the collision with a body with mass M. Just as with other bodies, it can be 

assumed that the most inner orbit of photon correspond with radius R0 when the 

centripetal force of that body affect to photon equals to the centrifugal force on it: 
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What will happen to the photons as they collide directly with M object, whether 

they are as in per the direction to the center as photon A, or under any angle as photon 

B as shown in Figure 4? 

 If we assume that the radius at the collision point can be small in order not to be 

reflected back again, i.e, the gravitational potential energy Uh (RK) is balanced with 

kinetic energy Kh of photon A: 
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From this, we can be drawn:      
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Figure 3. Deflection of photons near strong gravitational source 
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This ratio is a constant for all objects and equals: 9x10
16

/2x6,67x10
-11

 ≈ 6.75 

x10
26

 (kg2/N.s2). Comparing (9) with (7) we see RK = 2R0, i.e, the critical radius of 

two times the radius to be formed the circular orbit of photon just above referred. This 

means that if no collision occurs in Rk, photon may be moved to the R0? We will 

clarify this matter. 

 

From [2], we have known that the kinetic and potential energies of a body falling 

free in the gravitational field, is always equal and expression (8) is just a special case 

when the body falls to reach the balanced state between its internal and external energy 

(meanwhile, the radius Rk is called the “critical”): 

                                               Wnd = Wngh = Kh + Uh(Rk).                               (10) 

Called "critical" because if it can survive the smaller radius, the photon going 

deep into the centre of gravitational field, its external energy will be increased beyond 

the internal energy, and the result is that photon will be "crushed" by the strong 

gravitational field of the body with the mass M – photon will decay into electron and 

positron. 

This is also true for photon A, due to the gravitational field of an object with 

mass M, it can still be considered "freely falling" for two reasons: first, as mentioned 

above, although they are formed anywhere, the initial state of photon is both the 

kinetic and potential energy in a gravitational field are zero, and the second, known as 

its kinetic energy always corresponds to the critical speed c, so, at radius "critical" RK 

still corresponds to c is of course. Meanwhile, the total energy of photon can be 

rewritten as: 

                                        Wphh = 2(Kh + Uh(Rk)) =
224 cmK Th = .                        (11) 

From here we can calculate the internal energy of photon in gravitational field by:  
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We can find:        2
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is the square of the cosmic speed of grading I (moving in circular orbits) for common 

objects in gravitational field with the intensity G. So, may be abbreviated (12) as: 
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Figure 4. Photon collides with the strong gravitational source 
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From expression (11), it shows that from the balanced conditions between the 

internal and external energy of photon:  
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we can write:    222 )(
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From this, we can be drawn that maximum cosmic speed of grade I for photon can 

only be:  

cVI
3

1
= < c.                   (17) 

That means that photons can not move in circular orbits as assumed above (see Fig. 3), 

because before entering to the orbit with radius R0, it has decayed completely to 

particles without gravitational interaction anymore. 

From the fact that for the usual cosmic bodies, this cosmic speed of grade I was 

very small compared to the speed of light: VI << c, so (14) can approximate be wrote 

as follows: 
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That means that photon has always the reserve of internal energy than the critical value 

of 1/2 the total energy by the expression (11) to ensure the stability against the effects 

from the outside, as follows: 
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That is reason why photon is a stabile particle, can not be decayed in the usual 

collision as other elementary particles. As we have seen above only when falling into 

the bodies with the radius which reaches the critical value of RK these are black holes 

in the universe, photon has just be decayed. Back to the expression (9), we can see, 

this is also the condition to form a black hole as known [3] and from here we can be 

drawn the critical radius in order a star with the mass M can become a black hole: 
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For photon B, although it does not fall vertically as photon A, it deflects an angle 

< 90° (see Fig. 4), but right at the point of falling, external energy is equal internal 

energy, so when collision occurs, it will be also decayed immediately, how is reflected 

back? In short, when reaching the critical radius Rk, no photons reflect back again. 

The last problem is that the energy components of photon how to change when it 

moves in the gravitational field? From the total energy equation of photon in 

gravitational field (11), we found that its kinetic energy in (1) does not always change, 

so gravitational external energy can only change due to gravitational potential energy 

of the photon only. On the other hand, as per the above analysis, for photon which can 
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not move as per "circle" orbit (inertia motion) as ordinary objects, its motion should 

only be an unique form: non-inertia motion, i.e, with energy state change, this is the 

conversion of internal energy to potential energy, and vice versa, depending on each 

specific case. This means that when photon close to the gravitational field with the 

growth potential energy, its internal energy must be decreased, and vice versa, when 

photons moving away gravitational field with the smaller potential energy, its internal 

energy must be increase. The change of potential energy of the photon corresponds to 

the change of distance to the center of gravitational field Rh1 and Rh2: 

                                              Rh2 = Rh1 + ∆Rh                                                  (21) 
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From the expressions (21) and (22), we can be drawn the change of the absolute 

and relative potential energy ∆Uh and δUh of photon:  
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On the other hand, because photon can not move as per the inertia (circular 

orbit), so in the process of moving in the gravitational field, its total energy can not 

conservable, it will consumptive little by little. This is the cause which leads to the 

phenomenon of "red shift" observed in astronomy from which we have been mistaken 

that it is Dopler effect and conclude the expansion of univers. 

Because the internal energy of photon is pure electric energy as known, so to 

better understand the mechanism of change in the internal energy of photon, we will 

consider specifically the following topics: "The energy of the photons in the electric 

interactions". 
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